Is your future
at PCMC?
Full-time internships in electrical engineering, mechanical engineering,
electro-mechanical technology, and more...
Since 1919, Paper Converting Machine Company (PCMC) - located in Green Bay, Wisconsin - has been engineering and building machines
that keep businesses running around the globe. From tissue, to nonwovens, flexographic packaging and envelopes, we provide manufacturing
solutions that bring our customers’ ideas to life.
Fueled by a team of nearly 1,000 professionals around the globe, we’re always looking for new talent to join our team.
This includes our internship program, which allows a team of college students to gain real-world experience. Whether it’s
engineering, safety, or a business support role, we offer a wealth of opportunities that will match your area of study.
Are you looking for a place that offers a casual work environment, challenging projects, and a culture where you feel
appreciated and valued? If so, PCMC might be for you. But don’t take it from us. Here’s what a few of our recent

interns had to say about their experiences at PCMC.

Alex Dixon

Jon McClendon

Natalie Magnin

Electrical Engineering
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Electrical Engineering Intern

Risk Control
University of Wisconsin - Stout
Safety Intern

Communications Major
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Human Resources Intern

“I have had two internships with PCMC,
and both have been incredible experiences.
Everyone at PCMC wants you to succeed and
are very willing to share what they know in
order to help. During my internships I have
learned many new skills and have honed the
skills I already possessed. PCMC has given me
a great start to my professional career and
has set me up to succeed.”

“Being an Intern at PCMC has been a great
experience. It helped me really understand
what I am studying in school and connect
the dots. The biggest thing I have learned
and has been the most beneficial is product
safety.”

“For my internship I was able to not only
utilize but improve my communication skills
making it a truly beneficial experience. Being
surrounded by employees that want to help
you succeed and being able to learn more
about the corporate aspect of working with
people, has been extremely appreciated.
Overall I have felt valued as an intern. I highly
recommend an internship with PCMC.”

Sam Allcox

Rachael Strnad
Business
St. Norbert College
Finance Intern

Mechanical Engineering
Michigan Technological University
Mechanical Engineering Intern

“Working at PCMC was a great experience, I
met a lot of friendly people that were willing
to help me grow. From the start, I was given
a very open ended project that I was able to
own. My mentors were there to guide me
through the project. Because I was allowed
to struggle at times and figure things out on
my own, I learned way more than if I was
given direct instructions.”

“My experience as an intern is one that I will
not forget. I get to experience the business
side of things, and I am always learning
something new. Everyone at PCMC is so
helpful and easy to talk to, like a family. The
knowledge I gained at PCMC will help me
with my future endeavors. I am so grateful
to have been given the opportunity to intern
at PCMC.”

“My internship experience at PCMC has been
very fulfilling. From day one I was treated like
a regular member of the engineering team
and was given meaningful projects that were
implemented throughout the company. The
employees at PCMC, truly want to build each
other to greatness.”

Mechanical Engineering
MSOE
Mechanical Engineering Intern

Kenton Grych

Ben Klinter

Taylor Ross

Electrical Engineering Technology
UWGB
Electrical Engineering Intern

Mechanical Engineering
University of Wisconsin - Madison
Mechanical Engineering Intern

“During my experience as an intern I was
exposed primarily to drafting processes
within the tissue converting value stream,
working upwards toward developing code for
new CAD software and designing converting
processes that improved machine
intuitiveness for operators. All the engineers
provided great feedback and opportunities to
learn and develop practical skills.”

“PCMC has given me the opportunity to apply
what I have learned in school on meaningful
projects that will actually be implemented
on their machines. They have trusted me and
have given me as much responsible freedom
as I was comfortable with, but everyone was
willing to help any time I asked. The people
and the culture at PCMC is unparalleled, and
is a great environment to work and learn as
an intern.

Learn more or submit an
application and resume at:
www.pcmc.com
Paper Converting Machine Company
Attention: CPD
2300 South Ashland Avenue
PO Box 19005
Green Bay, WI 54307-9005
phone: 920.494.5601
fax: 920.494.8865

